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PROGRIP - One of our most recognised deep 
dimple circular grips giving you excellent control 
in all weather conditions.

PLAIN - Plain bowls, without grips, are        
available to order on Ace, International,        
Vector VS  and Blaze models.

FLAT GREEN BOWLS
GRIP GUIDE & SIZE CHART

CRESCENT GRIP - A half moon surface grip 
which is not as deep as the Progrip or Premier 
Grip.

Not available in this size/weight.

SIZE 00 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

DIAMETER

mm 116 118 121 122.5 124 125.5 127 128.5

inches 49/16 45/8 43/4 413/16 47/8 415/16 5 51/16

LIGNOID

MEDIUM WEIGHT

gms 1230 1325 1380 1430 1480 1535

lbs-ozs 2-113/8 2-143/4 3-05/8 3-23/8 3-41/4 3-61/8

HEAVY WEIGHT

gms 1210 1250 1360 1420 1475 1530 1585

lbs-ozs 2-103/4 2-12 3-0 3-02 3-04 3-06 3-08

ACE, VECTOR VS & INTERNATIONAL 

HEAVY WEIGHT

gms 1220 1250 1355 1420 1475 1530 1585

lbs-ozs 2-11 2-12 2-153/4 3-02 3-04 3-06 3-08

BLAZE, LAZER & LEGACY SL

HEAVY WEIGHT

gms 1180 1235 1340 1410 1445 1490 1530

lbs-ozs 2-9 3/4 2-11 1/2 2-15 1/4 3-1 3/4 3-03 3-4 5/8 3-06

“Did you know there are only 2ozs of a di� erence between the sizes of Taylor bowls?            
This  small di� erence ensures you get a precise � t for all di� erent hand sizes. There is no 
need for half sizes in the Taylor range. In fact many bowlers � nd, if they need to come down 
in size, it is often 2 sizes due to such a small di� erence between them”.
Coloured bowls available in heavy weight only.
As a tolerance is allowed during production, this table is for guidance only.
Please note that Taylor Bowls reserves the right to alter the speci� cations of products             
at any time.

NB If we don't have the option you are looking for please contact 
us and we will endeavour to accommodate your request.

HALF PIPE GRIP - The dimples are inset into a 
deep hollow giving you the feeling of a smaller 
bowl allowing you to feel more confi dent with a 
size of bowl you didn't think possible.                     

PREMIER GRIP - A deep oblong shaped grip 
ensures a confi dent grasp allowing you to 
deliver your shot accurately.
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A slim pro� le bowl. Precision narrow bias. 
Designed for indoor and fast outdoor conditions. 
Progrip as standard. Available in Black only.

LAZER

Narrow drawing arc with no hook at the � nish. Recommended 
primarily for all indoor surfaces and arti� cial surfaces. 
Progrip as standard. 

VECTOR-VS

Slightly wider drawing arc than the Vector VS with no hook at the 
� nish. Recommended for all indoor and outdoor surfaces.
Progrip as standard . 

ACE 

The draw is between the Vector VS and the Ace with a nice sweep at 
the end. Can be used for both indoor and outdoor surfaces.
Premier Grip as standard.  NB The Blaze is made to order

BLAZE

A neat slim pro� le bowl, for easier grip and control. Medium to wide 
bias with a controlled draw to the jack. 
Progrip as standard. Available in Black only.

LEGACY SL

Similar to the Ace but with a stronger � nish.
Recommended for all indoor and outdoor surfaces.
Progrip as standard. 

INTERNATIONAL

Predominantly an outdoor, grass surface or Short Mat bowl with a 
wide draw. The Lignoid retains a high quality � nish at an extremely 
competitive price.
Progrip as standard. Colour to order.
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